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i just followed the instructions step-by-step. i followed the order of install as the website is saying in
the bottom. i had to finish install 3rd installation step only because i have some problems with

ds120e driver. finally, when i am waiting for install complete, all i have is a blank screen with white
row on top and bottom. i tried to open the executable file, i tried to open main.exe file and main.exe
located on directory cdp keygen delphi activator ps works on my pc but not on others (win 7 x86 and
win 7 x64). i have the real problem here, what is wrong or what should i do? i am using com ports in
a private network and my autocom delphi language packs works on other computers, only my pc is
having some problem..what should i do?? please answer!! thanks in advance. i have followed the

instructions, my pc installed fine, but when i am waiting for complete installation the splash screen
appear with delphi logo for a few seconds and program closes that way. not sure what is happening.
i have the same problem as with your review and i have tried the autocom delphi keygen activator
as well - the same result. i don't know what to do to make it work, i have tried all steps and i just

don't know what to do. i followed the instuctions on the website delphi linux activator i finished all
the steps except the last one, so i am waiting for the command to be ready to start the last step, but
i don't have the imege just a blank screen with white part on the top and bottom, at the side there is

the autocom logo and the directions of installation.
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